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Abstract

Homogenization is the key of the Double-Double (DD) family of laminates. A structure made from a DD
laminate combines a specific building block with a locally varying number of repeats r, leading to the
parametric [±φ,±ψ]rT laminate description. Asymmetry effects diminish with 1/r or even 1/r2, leading
to the fact that laminate optimization can be drastically simplified, while established stacking rule can be
refused. The present paper presents DD manufacturing scenarios, which demonstrate the unique manufac-
turing opportunities of DD laminates. All presented structures are made from state-of-the-art low grade
prepregs, which underlines that DD laminates can immediately help to save weight and increase structural
performance.
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1. Introduction

Tailorbility is the key advantage of ply-based carbon-fiber-epoxy laminates. More than 50% of the
structural weight of today’s civil aircrafts, as the Airbus A350 or the Boeing 787, are made from CFRP, while
unidirectional (UD) prepregs are still the baseline. Large-scale components, like fuselage shells, upper and
lower wing covers or door surround structures are fabricated using automated processes, such as automated
tape laying (ATL) or automated fiber placement (AFP). More automated approaches are also investigated
in context of circumferential frames and longitudinal stiffeners, indicating that efficient manufacturing will
be even more important for next generation aircrafts. Longitudinal stiffeners, also denoted as stringers, are
addressed in the following, to demonstrate unique manufacturing opportunities, enabled by a new family
of laminates - so called Double-Double (DD) laminates [1, 2]. Zone-based laminate design is common
practice. The classical laminate theory (CLT) [3] is used in the design and stress analysis context to
define local laminate parameters. One finds extensive use of locally varying stacking sequences in full-scale
components, such as wing covers. Hundred and more different stacking sequences in a single component
are not uncommon. However, laminates and all zones are usually composed of a pre-defined set of ply
orientations. In most aerospace structures those ply angles are 0◦, 45◦, -45◦ and 90◦. Thus, tailoring the
laminate locally means adapting the relative fractions of those four pre-defined ply orientations. It does not
refer to orienting the individual ply angles based on given loads. Tailoring a single laminate is rather easy.
However, when the number of adjacent zones increases, laminate design becomes complex. Compatibility
between adjacent zones needs to be assured in order to avoid harmful discontinuities of stiffness and also
manufacturability. In practice, a set of five guidelines, called stacking rules, has been established over years.
Those stacking rules are intended to assure robust laminates. They usually refer to the aforementioned 0◦,
(45◦, -45◦), 90◦ ply orientations, while laminates are specified by relative fractions [a%, b%, c%] of those.
The most relevant stacking rules are:

• Laminates shall be symmetric to mid plane

• Balance of ply orientations +α,−α

• Each ply fraction must be part of the laminate stack, with at least 10% - The 10% rule. (sometimes
8%)

• Ply nesting shall be avoided (no more than four plies of identical orientation in a sub block within the
laminate stack)

• ±45◦ inter-ply angle increments

Figure 1 shows the basic equation of the CLT, with the ABD matrix describing the interaction between
strain (ε), curvature (κ), membrane forces (N) and bending moments (M).
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Figure 1: CLT’s basic relation

The population of the ABD matrix determines the complexity of the material’s behavior. Figure 2
illustrates the effect of the stacking rules on the population, which directly indicates why those rules are
used in practice.

Figure 2: Stacking rule effects on ABD matrix population in CLT

Balance and symmetry assure a rather simple mechanical behavior. It is characterized by no in-plane
extension-shear coupling, no extension-bending coupling and no or very little bending-twist coupling. The
uncoupled behavior is an essential point for the laminate design! The ply-nesting rule, in contrast, does
not affect the ABD matrix populations directly. It aims to avoid severe laminate inhomogeneity, which
is induced by high concentrations of a particular ply orientation within the laminate stack, for example a
sub-stack of six or more 0Â° plies. The inter-ply-angle increment does not directly affect the ABD matrix
population as well. However, the combination of both rules, decreases the number of stacking-rule conform
laminates drastically. The rules assure that CFRP structures act as desired in-service, where membrane
forces only lead to in-plane strains and bending moments lead to curvature only. The absence of coupling
also assures that parts do not distort after manufacturing, during the cool down at the end of the high-
temperature manufacturing process. It is particularly important to highlight that the stacking rules need to
be fulfilled for any laminate of a multi-zone structure. Thus, whenever the laminate thickness or stacking
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is adapted locally, laminate transitions need to be developed and compatibility needs to be in mind. Late-
entry laminate changes in part design, for example, can be difficult to handle, as in some cases, multiple
zone-specific stackings need to be updated, which in turn also affects tool shapes. As will be shown, DD
offers interesting design and manufacturing opportunities, which promote easy local adaptations. Figure 3
shows an example of a prepreg-made, autoclave-cured CFRP C-profile, which allows for demonstrating the
selected challenges of conventional laminates. The structure consists of a thin section (16 plies) a thick
section (32 plies) and a transition zone in between.

Figure 3: CFRP C-channel, prepreg made with a conventional 0◦, 45◦, -45◦, 90◦ laminate

The ply-drop-offs are distributed within the transition zone. What already looks quite complex for the
simple, one-dimensional transition, becomes significantly more challenging when transition regions need to
be designed in two dimensions, or when different transition zones intersect each other. It should also be
noted that ply drop offs in conventional laminates are usually located within the laminate stack. This
induces a considerable number of little resin pockets and also local fiber waviness within the inner laminate
architecture, which for sure do not improve performance.

2. Double-Double family of laminates

The Double-Double family of laminates is characterized by a building block (BB) and the repetition
parameter r. A DD laminate is usually asymmetric but balanced. The DD building block is composed of
four plies, as for example

[φ,−φ,ψ,−ψ]rT (1)

At first sight, the DD facts sound weird for composite experts. It is well known that structures with
asymmetric laminates distort already during the cool down at the end of the autoclave process. Reaching
tight dimensional tolerances appears impossible with asymmetric stacking and complex mechanical interac-
tions are to be expected, as coupling terms in the [A] and [D] matrix as well as the [B] matrix are populated.
Recall that all those issues are eliminated when laminates are designed conform to the stacking rules. Ho-

mogenization is the key of the DD concept When DD laminates are examined in detail, one will find

the important key-role of the repetition parameter r, as increasing r leads to homogenization.
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(a) DD, UD-ply based, r = 1 (b) DD, UD-ply based, r ≫ 1 (c) Isotropic material

Figure 4: ABD matrices for DD configurations and an isotropic material

When a DD laminate, with a single BB, is examined, which is equivalent to r = 1, one will find well
populated [A], [B], [D] matrices and all the implied difficulties. Even though, the coupling terms in the
[A] matrix are zero, due to DD’s balanced character, complex laminate behavior must be anticipated, likely
leading to a technically useless laminate. However, when the number of BB repeats is increased one finds
clear trends for the [B] entries and the coupling terms of the [D] matrix. It can be shown that the [B] entries
scale with 1/r, while the coupling terms in [D] even scale with 1/r2. One can conclude that the negative
aspects of the asymmetry in the laminate approach zero for increasing number of repeats. This process is
denoted as homogenization, as the mechanical behavior of a DD laminate with multiple repeats approach the
characteristic of an isotropic media in terms of coupling. Laminate stiffness and bending resistance can still
differ between the laminate’s principal directions. One can further conclude that, when coupling diminishes,
as in isotropic materials, manufacturing of DD composite structures with a high level of dimensional fidelity
must be possible. But how many repeats to do we need in practice? As will be shown later in this section,
r ≥ 4 already leads to parts without critical, unwanted distortions after manufacturing. Nonetheless, more
repeats are recommended. But even for the lower threshold of r = 4, the minimum DD laminate consists
of 16 plies. Most CFRP aerospace structures are made from low-, medium-, or high-grade prepregs, which
refer to cured ply thicknesses of around 0.125 mm, 0.188 mm or 0.250 mm, respectively. Thus, a 16-ply
laminate show a thickness of two up to four mm. In case thinner laminates are in focus for a structure or
the minimum number of repeats shall be higher, DD laminates are often discussed in context of thin-ply
technologies. When super thin prepregs are examined [10], with cured ply thicknesses of only 0.02 mm for
example, the 16-ply laminate would be 0.32 mm thick only, which offers additional opportunities and hardly
any limits, referring to the minimum DD laminate thickness. To demonstrate, that no special materials are
mandatory for DD, all parts presented hereafter are made from conventional, state of the art, unidirectional
low-grade prepreg, indicating that the opportunities related to DD can be used already with the materials
available today. In conventional multi-zone laminates the laminate properties are adapted by locally varying
the ply-orientation fractions within the laminate stack. This allows for changing the laminate characteristic
from a quasi-isotropic to a more orthotropic one, for example, by dropping 90◦ plies or by adding 0◦ plies.
However, changing the characteristics is always accompanied by mismatches between adjacent zones in terms
of thermal expansion (CTEs) and discrete changes of in-plane stiffness and out-of-plane bending resistance.

DD laminate design pursues a novel strategy, utilizing the described mechanism of the homogenization.
In a DD part, the ply orientations in the building block remain constant throughout the whole part. The
exact angles in the BB are defined based on the load scenario at hand [4] or they are determined by a direct
conversion of a conventional laminate stacking. In a DD structure, only the number of repeats is adapted in
the zones locally to adjust stiffness or bending properties in a specific region. This is a remarkable parallel
to sizing processes in metal structures, where material thickness is adapted locally. At the same time, it is a
remarkable difference to the design of conventional laminates (CLs), in which a local change always affects
adjacent areas. Figure 5 visualizes the stacking scheme of the C-profile shown above and a corresponding
DD equivalent, which mimics the CL properties of the slightly orthotropic C-profile laminate.
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Figure 5: Simplified stacking scheme due to DD concept

In Figure 5 BB drop offs are located on the top surface. Drop-offs can also be located on the bottom
surface or within the laminate stack, as indicated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Layer drop-off scenarios. bottom surface (left), within laminate stack (right)

However, the latter solution is questionable, as the four-ply BB architecture of DD, will lead to resin
pockets of increased size and stronger fiber waviness, as outlined for CL. A quasi-isotropic [25%, 50%, 25%]
laminate is a special conventional laminate, which is still often used. In fact, a QI laminate can also be con-
sidered a symmetric DD laminate, when the whole stacking is rotated by ±22.5◦. Thus, [0◦, 45◦,−45◦, 90◦]
turns into [22.5◦, 67.5◦,−22.5◦,−67.5◦] or [−22.5◦, 22.5◦,−67.5◦, 67.5◦] as shown in Figure 7. When more
orthotropic laminates are in focus, the difference between φ and ψ within the DD BB deviates from 45◦, as
shown in Figure 7 as well.
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Figure 7: DD replacements for QI laminate (left) and for more-orthotropic one (right), blue in Table 1

To understand the described advantageous aspects and differences to CLs, the DD concept is applied on
part level hereafter.

3. Double-Double omega stringer

Longitudinal stiffeners are common components in shell-like lightweight structures in aerospace applica-
tions. They increase global stiffness and the resistance against buckling. While T-stringers are often used
for wing covers, hat-shaped or omega stringers are used to reinforce fuselage shells in longitudinal direction.
Such an omega stringer serves hereafter to demonstrate the combination of a modern prepreg manufacturing
technique with the unique design features of DD laminates. Figure 8 shows an omega stringer section made
from conventional low-grade prepreg. The stringer shape has been in focus of dedicated studies on single-
sided diaphragm forming [5] in the past, which focused on combining flat prepreg deposition with AFP
technology and the subsequent forming. The omega stringer is made conform to stacking rules, featuring
[0◦, 45◦,−45◦, 90◦] ply orientations. The red-marked region (in Figure 8) is additionally reinforced with two
UD layers aligned along the part’s longitudinal (0◦) direction
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Figure 8: Omega stringer section with constant laminate thickness in feet regions and the red-marked area for local reinforcement

Figure 9 outlines selected specifications of the stringer reference and shows the quality of the uncured
formed full-prepreg-laminate stack prior curing. The stringer in Figure 8 has been autoclave cured while
the colored plot in Figure 9 indicates that the laminate-thickness tolerance was met.

Figure 9: Specification of conventional-laminate omega stringer and formed prepreg prior curing

Stringer feet usually have a constant laminate thickness today. Those feet are attached to the fuselage’s
skin laminate in a co-bonding process. Even though it is well known that peel stress issues are promoted
by this assembly [6] it is common practice today. Reducing the feet thickness towards their outer edges is
a recommended design to reduce the feet stiffness (see Figure 10), which alleviates the peel issue. In small
scale, this is executed today by creating little chamfers at the edges during the EEOP trimming procedure.
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Figure 10: Peel-stress issue and proposed design recommendations. Pictures inspired from [6].

Strong tapering along the whole stringer feet, with conventional, stacking-rule conform laminates is
impossible without violating those rules. In fact, the combination of the symmetry-, balance- and 10% rule
impede tapering. The unique laminate architecture concept of DD allows for tapering. BB repeats can
be reduced towards the outer feet edges by dropping BBs on the outer or inner surface. Of course, the
recommended minimum number of repeats needs to be kept in mind, but the following experiments show
that small areas with two or only a single BB do not produce critical deformations on stringer level.

4. Tapering by ”card sliding”

The DD omega stringer presented hereafter pursues a fourfold ambition. It combines:

• DD layup - homogenizing a quasi-isotropic and a more orthotropic layup zone

• State of the art low-grade carbon-fiber-epoxy prepreg + autoclave curing

• Flat material deposition and subsequent forming using single-sided diaphragm forming

• Laminate tapering for minimum peel at stringer feet - by so called ’card sliding’

It is the best choice to determine φ and ψ in the DD BB based on the load scenario at hand [4].
However, DD replacements for conventional laminates can also be determined directly based on coefficients
of [A], [D] or [A] and [D] simultaneously. Excellent matching DD equivalents can be identified until the 0◦

ply-orientation fraction for example in the CL exceeds 44%.
Table 1 provides a list of six conventional laminates and their corresponding DD replacements. The

laminates refer to a fuselage shell example presented in [7]. The DD replacements are determined based
on thickness-normalized stiffness matrix entries [A∗] = [A]/tlam here. A DD replacement is determined
individually for each conventional laminate, by adjusting the BB angles in order to minimize |A11−ADD

11 |+
|A22 − ADD

22 |+ |A66 − ADD
66 |. It shall be noted, that it is also possible to use a multi-objective formulation

to determine DD replacements.
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Table 1: Example quad laminates and corresponding DD substitutes, determined with Midaco [11]

Plies percentages Stiffn. normal. DD angles stiff. normal.

n [0] m [±45] l [90] % [0] % [±45] % [90] A∗
11 A∗

66 A∗
22 ±Φ ±Ψ A∗,DD

11 A∗,DD
66 A∗,DD

22
3 8 4 20 53 27 55 22 64 25.9 69.5 55 22 64
9 12 6 33 44 22 69 19 56 16.2 64.6 69 19 55
8 10 8 31 38 31 64 17 64 18.9 70.7 64 18 64
13 16 10 33 41 26 68 18 59 16.2 66.6 68 18 58
4 8 4 25 50 25 60 21 60 22.4 67.4 60 21 60
4 10 3 24 59 18 62 24 53 23.0 62.7 61 24 54

Aver.: 27.7 47.5 24.8 63 20.2 59.3 20.4 66.9 62.8 20.3 59.2
Std. Dev.: 5.4 7.9 4.4 5.2 2.6 4.3 4.0 3.0 5.3 2.4 4.3

It can be seen that the A∗
ii match between the individual CLs and their DD replacements is excellent,

while the φ and ψ angles in the specific DD BB differ drastically. Homogenization is the key of DD. The
simplest approach to homogenize the group of laminates is to determine the average DD angles from the
set of individual laminates. Table 1 provides the data for the average configuration and the corresponding
standard deviations for the angles in the BB, as well as the stiffness matrix entries. For the case at hand,
the average DD laminate BB would be [±20.4◦,±66.9◦] for example.

Alternative approaches for determining the best DD replacement, for the six provided conventional
laminates, can be set up as a multi-objective problem or a single objective problem, wherein the six individual
objectives are combined into a single one, leading to the aim to minimize

∑
Obji.

When the latter solution is executed, the BB angles are determined [±20.9◦,±66.4◦]. Those are remark-
ably close to the BB angles of the simple averaging procedure in Table 1. This observation has been verified
in context of other structures, which is in line with the idea of homogenization. This finding, in context of
averaging, is utilized for the DD omega stringer. A more orthotropic laminate is considered for the middle
chord [33%, 41%, 26%] (blue marked in Table 1), while a quasi-isotropic laminate is assumed for the rest of
the stringer [25%, 50%, 25%] (yellow marked in Table 1). BB angles of [±16.2◦,±66.6◦] and [±22.4◦,±67.4◦]
are determined for the individual zones, respectively. Those two sets of angles are averaged, leading to the
[±19.3◦,±67.0◦] BB angles for the DD-omega stringer.

As indicated above, laminate-thickness changes, in DD part, are generated by locally varying the BB
repeats. Thus, ramps can be easily created. The so-called ’card sliding’ technique has been proposed [1, 2] to
realize DD parts with tapered regions. The core of ’card sliding’ is the fact that all plies and sub laminates
(BB) in the full laminate stack have the same dimensions, as it is the case for a stack of cards. Figure 11
shows the simple idea of the card sliding technique.

Figure 11: Idea of card sliding and its application to taper laminates

Each layer in this stack is relatively moved by a fixed or an individual shift (see Figure 13). The
constant-shift approach, creates a continuous ramp, while the individual shifts allows for adapting ramp
characteristics. Card sliding is utilized for the DD omega, while Figure 12 shows how the concept is applied,
while each colored line indicates a single four-ply sub laminate.
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Figure 12: Card sliding applied for omega stiffener

The fixed shift between the sub laminates and the resulting ramping is a relevant design parameter for
the omega. In the present case, the fixed shift has been selected, in order to assure the maximum laminate
thickness (32 plies) along the middle chord width, while the tapering develops towards the outer feet edges.
Figure 13 summarizes the procedure for the DD omega stringer. The DD stringer laminate thickness varies
between four and 32 plies (0.5 - 4.0 mm). It consists of one to eight sub laminates. The card-sliding stack
is composed flat and formed subsequently using the single-sided diaphragm technique [5].

Figure 13: Manufacturing procedure for DD omega stringer

The stringer has been autoclave cured on a single-sided aluminum tool after prepreg preforming, while
Figure 14 shows a fabricated stringer after trimming.
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Figure 14: DD omega stiffener after trimming

The DD concept is based on homogenization, which directly depends on the number of BB repeats. The
exact stacking sequence within the building block remains widely disregarded, as it has no effect on the
stiffness matrix [A] entries, as those are stacking independent. However, the process of homogenization, is
affected by the BB stacking sequence. This can be shown analytically, but on part level it is more impressive.
Figure 15 shows the first manufactured omega stringer, immediately after the demolding process. The first
stringer has been manufactured using the stacking sequence [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT . The manufactured
part showed relevant twist, which was surprising at first, as the number of repeats was considered sufficiently
high.

Figure 15: First manufactured DD stringer with [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT layup

A simple thermo-elastic FE model was set up in ABAQUS CAE to investigate the observation. The
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surface-based model, uses shell elements and simulates the cool down from the curing temperature of 180◦C
to room temperature of 20◦C. Thus, asymmetry effects, in particular the fully populated [B] matrix, affect
the part shape after the cool down. Figure 16 shows FEA results of two different configurations, with the
first manufactured configuration on the right [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT and [19.3◦,−67◦,−19.3◦, 67◦]rT
layup on the left.

Figure 16: Deformations due to cool down. Right: [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT layup, left: [19.3◦,−67◦,−19.3◦, 67◦]rT layup

The direct comparison visualizes the effects of stacking sequence within the DD building block. It
can be seen that the [19.3◦,−67◦,−19.3◦, 67◦] produces significantly less twist/deformation than the initial
layup, which experimentally substantiated the analytic calculations presented in [1], wherein the fastest
homogenization is predicted for the [φ,−ψ,−φ,ψ]rT BB.

5. Saving weight by tapering

Saving weight is a typical aim for structural optimization. Carbon fiber epoxy composites are well known
for their excellent density-specific properties. Saving weight, by locally minimizing the laminate thickness
of a part, without impeding its structural integrity is an omnipresent task, many companies and researchers
deal with. DD laminates offer new potentials, which can contribute to even lighter structures. However, we
cannot expect that all structures will be lighter with DD. But tapering, for example, as it was demonstrated
for the DD omega, allows for saving weight, as laminate areas, which experience little material efforts can be
saved or minimized. This is true for the omega and the effect is expected to be more relevant for multi-zone-
shell structures presented hereafter. For the DD omega, 41.5% weight could be saved due to consequent
feet tapering. Structural tests need to be executed to substantiate the remarkable weight reduction from a
strength perspective. However, the peel stress issue, as outlined in [6], could be addressed by pursuing the
DD concept. Figure 17 shows the cross section of the manufactured DD stringer, the corresponding layer
stack, as well as areas (green triangles) where material was saved.
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Figure 17: Feet tapering allows for saving weight in peel critical areas

6. Laminate quality and the effect of ply thickness

Adequate laminate quality is essential for aerospace components, independent whether we look at DD
or conventional laminates. Figure 18 shows section cuts of the manufactured DD stringer. Reflections on
the cut surface allow for following the ply paths. Red stars mark BB drop-offs on the outer and inner part
surface. The observed laminate quality looks excellent, even though a BB drop off refers to a local 0.5 mm
laminate thickness reduction.

Figure 18: BB drop-offs (red stars) along the stringers cross section. Tool-sided surface (left), bag side (right). Reducing the
ply thickness is a conceivable measure to even improve the inner laminate quality. Simultaneously, the number of repeats can
be increased which should minimize deformations.

The created FE model, described above, serves to demonstrate the effect of repeats and prepreg ply
thickness on part level. The initial reference FE model, with the [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT has been used
to generate two additional virtual stringer configurations. Those feature the same laminate thickness as the
reference. In the first case, the assumed ply thickness is reduced by 50%, while the number of repeats is
doubled. The second case assumes a 25% prepreg ply thickness (0.03 mm), while the repeats are increased
to 4 · r. Figure 19 shows the results of the analyses.
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Figure 19: FE model result - The effect of ply thickness reduction or increase of BB repeats.

It is found that the 1/r character, outlined for the [B] matrix entries, transfers to the part deformations
for the omega in focus. At the same time, the results underline the important role of the appropriate selection
of the BB stacking sequence. The [19.3◦,−67◦,−19.3◦, 67◦]rT stacking produces only 1/3 (see Figure 16)
of process-induced deformations compared to the manufactured reference with [19.3◦,−19.3◦, 67◦,−67◦]rT .
DD in combination with card-sliding allows for elegant tapering the stringer feet in transverse direction.
The DD concept also allows for tapering stiffeners or other components in longitudinal direction, as well as
tapering in both directions in combination with additional local patches. Figure 20 shows corresponding
DD stringer samples, which have been manufactured in accordance with the aforementioned process.

Figure 20: Longitudinal tapering using DD (left) and bi-directional tapering with patches stringer (right).

7. Shell components for aerospace application

Fuselage shells and door surround structures (DSS) in particular are ideal examples for zone-based lami-
nate design. Figure 21 visualizes the complex laminate architecture, the corresponding AFP manufacturing
procedure and the laminate characteristics and thicknesses of the structure.
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Figure 21: Door-surround structure (Image from [8]), manufactured and analyzed at DLR

The illustrated fuselage section refers to a conventional laminate design, featuring the usual 0◦, 45◦, −45◦

, 90◦ plies only. The inhomogeneity due to stacking differences, with zone-specific varying ply-orientation
fractions and the laminate thickness ranges are also visualized. Due to the strong laminate-thickness vari-
ations throughout the whole part, ramp and transition zone design is a challenging task for this kind of
structure. A DD configuration of the illustrated DSS would feature a single BB stacking sequence and
locally varying repeats. As DD allows for straight-forward local laminate-thickness adaptation, by simply
increasing repeats locally, the transition-zone-design challenges are relaxed drastically, as compatibility be-
tween adjacent zone is fulfilled per definition due to the DD laminate architecture. A full DSS has not yet
been realized with a DD laminate. As a first step, a flat DD skin section is realized, which aims to demon-
strate the unique DD features for multi-zone shell structures. The specifications of the 400 mm x 300 mm
demonstrator are shown in Figure 22. The flat DD structure features three up to ten repeats, which refers
to realistic laminate thicknesses between 1.5 and 5.0 mm. Two different ramp characteristics, in particular
1:10, 1:20 are realized while others are easy possible. The DD stringer layup has been adopted for the flat
part, which has been manufactured with a single-sided tool concept in an autoclave process. All DD layer
run outs are located on the vacuum-bag side of the part.
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Figure 22: Flat DD sample with three up to ten repeats and 1:20 and 1:10 ramp designs

Figure 23 shows the manufactured flat DD part. Critical, asymmetry-induced distortions were not
observed after manufacturing. As drop offs are located on the outer surfaces, the DD laminate is free of
internal defects as resin pockets or ply waviness (see detail view in Figure 23), which is considered a positive
aspect from a damage initiation and crack propagation perspective. It should be noted that the DD concept
also allows for dropping plies within the laminate stack. However, as four plies dropped at once, the effect
of internal drop offs need further investigation and testing efforts. Locating drop offs on the outer surfaces,
without impeding the laminate properties, is a unique DD feature. For the part at hand it is considered the
preferred solution to locate drop-offs on the outer surface, which can (if necessary) be covered by a single
glass-fabric-prepreg layer, as it is common for aerospace CFRP components today. Figure 23 summarizes the
DD-specific design opportunities in context of laminate optimization [4], which in fact show direct parallels
to material-thickness optimization, as it is executed in sizing processes for metal structures.

8. Special-purpose structures and applications

DD laminates can be thought in context of non-aerospace specific structures as well. Crash elements,
for example, are a conceivable application, whose creation process can benefit from the thickness-tailoring
opportunities of DD. Figure 24 illustrates different configurations, while the three on the right side are
realizable using DD.

Figure 24: Conventional crash structures (1,2) and novel configurations enabled by DD (3,4,5)

Crash elements have often constant material or laminate thickness [9]. The crash characteristic, as for
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Figure 23: Flat DD demonstrator, 1.5 - 5.0 mm thick, constant BB

example a progressive force-over-crushing-length relation is realized by increasing the element’s diameter [9],
leading to cone-like shape. At the same time, the necessity for cone-shaped mandrels is generated. The
easy thickness tailoring of DD allows for creating a progressive laminate thickness increase along the part’s
longitudinal axis, without the necessity for a conical mandrel. Combining a cylindrical base laminate with
additional patches in longitudinal direction offers new design features to affect buckling and crash behavior.
Even more complex laminate-thickness variations are conceivable (see cases 4, 5 in Figure 24), which can
be used to locally increase the part’s stiffness in hoop direction or to trigger a certain collapse shape when
the element is loaded axially. From the manufacturing perspective, the card sliding technique can also be
used as a preliminary step to create DD cylinders for example. In this case, the fixed shift of the layer can
be designed in a way that after wrapping the laminate stack around a cylindrical tool, a DD cylinder with
a constant laminate thickness is produced. This procedure has been executed and Figure 25 shows a DD
cylinder, which has been made from a flat DD laminate stack, created with the card sliding technique. The
cylinder has a diameter of 132 mm and an axial length of 200 mm.
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Figure 25: Card sliding, also suited for different wrapping techniques

The manufactured cylinder represents a first DD manufacturing trial, which does not focus on crash.
Instead, it is focused on another remarkable property of the DD family of laminates. Figure 26 shows how
laminate CTEs in x- and y-direction develop, when the angle φ is varied in the considered laminate stack
[φ,−φ,−φ,φ]rT . The CTE development is symmetric with respect to the 45◦ as it can be expected.

Figure 26: Negative laminate CTE domain for [φ,−φ,−φ,φ]rT laminate

The gray marked area in Figure 26 is of particular interest for the application at hand. It can be seen
that the laminate CTE in x-direction reaches a minimum at φ = 30◦. The corresponding CTE is negative,
with a remarkable magnitude of -2.64 ppm/K. This shall be highlighted, as the related physical behavior is
hardly achievable with other materials in engineering.
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A flat [30,−30]8T laminate sample has been created from Hexcel’s M21E/IMA UD prepreg to verify the
negative CTE. Figure 27 shows the created raw data from the tests and the determined linear coefficients of
thermal expansion in all three principal laminate directions. The analysis substantiates the negative CTE
in the laminate’s x-direction and a comparably high CTE in the in-plane transverse direction. The CTE in
the laminate’s through-thickness direction is found comparable to regular quad laminates.

Figure 27: [30,−30]8T M21E/IMA laminate CTEs, determined with thermo-mechanical analysis

A part with negative CTE acts counterintuitive. It contracts during heating and expands when cooled
down. This particular effect has been in focus of the making the DD cylinder shown in Figure 25. Aligning
the laminate’s global x-direction with the cylinder’s hoop direction, as shown in Figure 28, leads to the fact,
that the cylinder diameter increases when the part is cooled down and wise versa.
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Figure 28: Global laminate alignment to utilize negative CTE to produce a counter intuitive behavior under thermal loads

The manufactured cylinder has an inner diameter of 132.88 mm at RT, which is 0.28 mm higher, than the
tool diameter at the maximum process temperature of 180◦C. At room temperature, a diameter deviation
between the aluminum tool and the part is 0.78 mm, which is equivalent to 2.45 mm increase in hoop
direction. High CTEs of the CFRP laminate in laminate thickness direction, which are usually in the range
of 35-75 ppm/K, cannot explain the observed effect. Thus, the laminate’s negative CTE must be the driver.
In conceptual design, a negative CTE can be used in different contexts. NCTE cylinders, can be used to
generate glue-less joints, while the parts can act as sleeves or plugs.

9. Conclusion & Outlook

Conventional laminates, composed of 0◦, 45◦, -45◦, 90◦ plies, are still the baseline for composite structures
in aerospace. Stacking rules are widely accepted and adopted, as laminates created in accordance, do
not show complex coupling mechanisms while a satisfying high degree of dimensional fidelity is achieved.
Double-Double laminates represent a new family of laminates, which promises advantageous aspects in terms
of optimization and manufacturing in particular, which are outlined in the present section. DD laminates
won’t be better in all facets. For some structures, for example highly orthotropic ones, DD won’t be the best
solution. As long it is tried to mimic conventional laminates, the mechanical or weight benefits are expected
rather small. Nonetheless, with those ambitions one can still benefit from DD’s unique manufacturing
opportunities. When the ply angles in the DD laminate are defined based on load scenarios, disregarding
CLs conventions and restrictions, the full potential can be entrapped and the combination of simplified
optimization and novel manufacturing techniques promise considerable advantages. With DD, we’ll likely
lose some percent compared to the structural optimum with arbitrary layup, but with DD, we simplify the
creation of multi-zone laminates. Complex permutation discussions can be avoided and the tricky challenge
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to assure compatibility and manufacturability between adjacent zones is eased. Drop-off staggering and
transition zone design diminish or can be drastically simplified in addition. Laminate thickness changes are
described by a single integer parameter in the DD concept, which is easy to optimize and which is a strong
similarity to established sizing processes for metal designs. It has been shown that equivalent DD laminates
can be determined for most technically relevant laminates in aerospace applications. Replacements can be
identified with focus on membrane or bending properties or based on a combination of both. However, DD
is still a quite new family of laminates. Many procedures in aerospace established today are focused on or
created for traditional laminates. Joint-sizing methods for mechanical fasteners as rivet or bolts, for example,
are defined and are only valid for stacking-rule conform laminates. In order to extend the application of
DD, those sizing methods need to be extended to DD or novel approaches must be developed. Locating BB
drop offs on the outer Part surfaces minimizes laminate-internals defects as waviness and resin pockets for
example. However, CAI studies are mandatory to prove this advantageous aspect and to assure that no new
challenges are generated in terms of damage initiation and propagation. In total, DD laminates offer new
interesting design features, simplified optimization and unique manufacturing opportunities. Those can help
to reduce costs, save weight, shorten part development times, while the concept is still open for well-known
late-entry laminate changes.
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